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ABSTRACT
Background: An association between eating competence and bioclinical factors for healthy
adults has been identified. However, no research has been conducted into the association of ecSI
2.0TM scores and biopsychosocial measures for adults with metabolic syndrome.
Purpose: To examine the congruence between eating competence and biopsychosocial measures
at baseline and post-intervention in individuals with metabolic syndrome.
Methods: Self report surveys administered to participants: Satter Eating Competence Inventory
(ecSI 2.0TM), Short Form Health Survey Mental Health and Vitality scales(SF-36 MH and VT),
Perceived Stress Scale (PSS), Patient Health Questionnaire – 8 (PHQ-8). Bioclinical measures:
HDL cholesterol, triglycerides, blood glucose, BMI, and demographic data.
Results: ecSI 2.0TM scores were associated with lower stress, less depressive symptoms, greater
mental health, and greater vitality. Findings did not support a relationship between eating
competence and HDL-C, triglycerides, blood pressure, blood glucose, BMI, and waist
circumference.
Conclusion: A relationship between some biopsychosocial factors and eating competence were
identified, however further research with a larger sample size is suggested.
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INTRODUCTION
Metabolic Syndrome
Definitions and Description
Metabolic Syndrome (MetS) is the occurrence of several symptoms that increase the risk
of cardiovascular disease and diabetes mellitus.1 These symptoms include, high blood pressure,
high fasting blood glucose levels, and high triglyceride levels. Development of MetS is
influenced by several genetic and environmental factors that contribute to the pathway of
inflammation that leads to further development of disease.1,2 Environmental factors include poor
eating behaviors, a sedentary lifestyle, and food composition.3,4 MetS prevalence is increasing
exponentially, affecting approximately one-fifth of the United States population. Therefore, it is
imperative that action be taken to reverse this trend.
Several definitions for MetS exist. The World Health Organization defines MetS as the
presence of insulin resistance and the presence of two of the following risk factors: obesity,
hyperlipidemia, hypertension, or microalbuminuria.2 However, the National Cholesterol
Education Program (NCEP) defines MetS as the presence of any three or more of the following:
1) blood glucose > 5.6 mmol/L (100 mg/dL) or drug treatment for elevated blood glucose, 2)
high density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) < 1.0 mmol/L (40 mg/dL) in men, < 1.3 mmol/L
(150 mg/dL) in women, or drug treatment for low HDL-C, 3) blood triglycerides > 1.7 mmol/L
(150 mg/dL) or drug treatment for elevated triglycerides, 4) waist circumference > 102 cm for
men, and > 88 cm for women, and 5) blood pressure > 130/85 mmHg or drug treatment for
hypertension.4 The International Diabetes Federation defines MetS very similarly to NCEP, but
with more stringent waist circumference requirements of >94 cm in men and >80 cm in women
and the presence of two or more of the other parameters outlined by NCEP.4 Despite several
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variations of the definition, MetS remains a predictor for further development of cardiovascular
disease and diabetes mellitus.2 Early diagnosis is crucial to improve the condition and MetS may
be reversed. Treatment of MetS may be done through lifestyle and risk factor modifications, or
through pharmacological methods, targeting individual components of MetS.

Treatments
Pharmacological interventions for MetS typically focus on correcting individual risk
factors for MetS. Drugs that have proven effective target risk factors of obesity, high blood
glucose levels, high triglycerides, low HDL-C, and high blood pressure. Anti-obesity drugs, such
as orlistat and sibutramine, have been shown to reduce abdominal obesity.5 Dyslipidemia is
targeted through the prescription of statin drugs.2 Insulin sensitizers, such as metformin, are
utilized to target high blood glucose levels.2,5 Despite pharmacological interventions decreasing
the risk of MetS, their use leads to increased side effects that may be causing more long-term
harm than good.5 Side effects may include increased heart rate, fluid retention, gastrointestinal
problems, and increased likelihood of urinary tract infections.5
Lifestyle modifications and programs have proven effective in reducing the risk factors of
MetS.7 Weight loss is a major component for the treatment of MetS, therefore lifestyle
modifications that focus on weight management are ideal.1,2 Significant improvements have been
identified in individuals with MetS with as little as 5% to 10% bodyweight reduction.1 This may
be achieved through modifications in diet. These modifications include a reduction of caloric
intake by 500-1000 calories per day or limiting the intake of saturated fats, cholesterol, and
sodium.2 These dietary modifications may also reduce other risk factors of MetS, including high
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blood glucose levels, hypertension, low HDL-C, and high triglycerides.1,2 Additionally, the
introduction of moderate-intensity exercise and efforts to alter sedentary lifestyles are beneficial
for MetS management.2 Changes in eating behaviors have shown promise in the treatment of
MetS, as well. Multifactor lifestyle modification programs promise in addressing several risk
factors for MetS.6

Lifestyle Modification Programs
Research suggests lifestyle modifications, that include nutrition education and physical
activity, are effective in the improvement of MetS factors.6,7,8 This is supported by the observed
association between decreased physical activity and poor nutrition with MetS criteria.9 Nutrition
is a key factor in the outcomes of MetS treatments, as well as improvements to cardiorespiratory
fitness.10 Cardiorespiratory fitness is positively associated with improvements in overall health,
decreasing the likelihood of further development of MetS.10 Improvements of cardiorespiratory
fitness result in improvements of health, regardless of BMI, indicating fitness-based
interventions may yield better benefits in the long run.9,10 However, studies have also indicated
that modest BMI and waist reduction greatly affect the prevalence of MetS and its
components.11,12 Similarly, lifestyle interventions have proven effective in the treatment of MetS
in obese youth.8,9 Therefore, multifactor interventions that include education, physical activity,
and healthful eating show promising results in individuals with MetS and may be utilized for the
remission and maintenance of remission in adults with MetS, and prevention of further diseased
states such as cardiovascular disease.6,12 One lifestyle approach to healthful eating is eating
competence. Although competent eaters have a healthful bioclinical and psychological profile,
little research has been done to see if this relationship is present in individuals with MetS.
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Eating Competence
Definition and Description
The Satter Eating Competence Inventory (ecSI 2.0TM) addresses eating attitudes and
behaviors through the enjoyment of food and eating, paying attention to variety within the diet,
tending to signals of hunger and satiety, and preparing meals and snacks regularly.13 According
to ecSI 2.0TM, those who are competent eaters are comfortable with their eating and their
enjoyment of eating. Four basic components comprise ecSI 2.0TM: 1) eating attitudes and
behavior (EA), 2) food acceptance skills (FA), 3) internal regulation of food intake (IR), and 4)
contextual skills (CS). Individuals who are eating competent rely on internal hunger and appetite
cues to inform food selection.14
Maintaining positive, confident, and comfortable attitudes about eating are crucial to
support nutritional health. Positive attitudes are related to food acceptance and regulation. Eating
attitudes as described in ecSI 2.0TM are:
● Positive interest in food and eating
● Responsive to inner and outer food experiences
● Relaxed about managing food and eating
● Harmony among food desires, food choices, and amounts eaten14
Food acceptance behaviors include positive interest in food, inclination to try new foods
and learn to like them, and being comfortable when new foods are introduced. According to ecSI
2.0TM, food acceptance behaviors include:
● Being calm in the presence of food, including new and disliked foods
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● Being comfortable with eating preferred foods
● Being able to pick and choose from available foods
● Being able to settle for less-preferred food when necessary
● Inclination to experiment with new food
● Becoming familiar with new foods to enjoy and incorporate the new food into meals
or snacks.14
Adults apply tendencies for food preference acquired in childhood to the current context.
However, these behaviors and preferences are contingent on the economic and situational
environment providing enough food to eat.14
Internal regulation of food intake means that hunger and satiety cues guide food
regulation to support biologically preferred body weight.14 Food regulation behaviors outlined in
ecSI 2.0TM include:
● Ability to tolerate hunger to follow the social structure of meals
● Confidence enough food will be available at set eating times to properly satisfy
hunger
● Ability to respond to internal regulators of hunger, appetite, and fullness
● Ability to stop eating when satisfied
● Comfort with the amount of food eaten and the experience of satiety
● Acceptance of body-weight that evolves from internally regulated eating.14
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Internal regulatory cues continue to function properly, even when large portion sizes or
caloric-dense foods are available, provided structured eating is maintained. Regulation of food
intake will maintain stable body weight and optimum health for the individual. Additionally,
regulation of food avoids any disruptions in energy supply that occur with typical weight-loss
strategies.14
Structure and meal planning indicate individuals have intentionality with food. This
means they intentionally feed themselves through providing preferred foods at set eating times.
One of the primary goals within nutrition is to create structure, providing reliable access to
foods. Eating context as described within ecSI 2.0TM includes:
● Having the resources to provide enough food at reliable times
● Being able to pay attention to food during eating
● Being able to delay eating and tolerate moderate hunger to maintain the structure of
meals and snacks
● Being confident there will be enough food
● Choosing preferred foods to make food rewarding
● Being able to satisfy energy needs through the use of salt, fat, and sugar
● Making time for eating through time management
● Having an intrinsic reward system for choosing food to satisfy nutritional needs14
All components of the ecSI 2.0TM are interdependent; to maintain competency within eating
context, one must have competencies within other areas as well. This is seen when frequent and
reliable meals support positive attitudes about eating and trust in internal regulation cues of
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hunger and satiety. Eating competence tenets can be incorporated into lifestyle education
programs that target treatment of chronic diseases, such as MetS.15

Associations with Biomedical measures
A relationship between eating competence and biomedical measures has previously been
established in healthy adults. Eating competence is established to be positively associated with
improved health biomarkers in well-people.16,17 In a study involving male and female individuals
without chronic disease, those with higher measures of eating competence tended to have
significantly lower blood pressure and lower ratios of total cholesterol to high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (HDL-C).16 Additionally, eating competent persons were less likely to have elevated
low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) and triglyceride levels.16 Psota et al.16 associate
higher HDL-C and lower triglyceride values in healthy individuals with increased eating
competence. Additionally, eating competent individuals had significantly lower blood pressure
readings when compared to non-eating competent individuals.16,18 In a study of male and female
college students aged 18 to 24 years of age, lower eating competence was associated with higher
BMI.19 Eating competence was associated with a lower prevalence of abdominal obesity and
better insulin sensitivity in Finnish adults with an increased risk of developing Type II
Diabetes.20 BMI was significantly lower in those who scored higher on ecSI and may be a
mediator in the relationship between eating competence and Type 2 Diabetes.18,20 The
relationship between eating competence and biomedical markers has not been well investigated
in individuals with MetS, however, the association between eating competence and biomarkers
that comprise MetS has been established. This includes hypertriglyceridemia, low HDL-C, and
increased insulin resistance being more prevalent in individuals with lower eating competence.20
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More research into the association between eating competence and bioclincial markers in
individuals with MetS is imperative.

Associations with Food Security
Eating competence levels in adults have been found to be influenced by the individual’s
socioeconomic status and food insecurity level.21,22 Eating competence has been found to be
lower in food insecure healthy individuals in a general sample of healthy individuals.21
Additionally, the indication of “worrying about having money for food” in healthy individuals
was negatively associated with eating competence.23 The connection between food insecurity and
eating competence is thought to be due to food choices being based primarily on familiarity and
price, instead of health considerations or nutrition knowledge.24 The relationship may also be
explained by insufficient food availability appearing as food restriction or dietary restraint.24

Associations with Gender
Most of the literature that explores the relationship between gender and ecSI 2.0TM is in
adults without chronic disease. Although not all studies show a relationship with gender, 18 many
do. For example, Clifford et al.25 found female college students were less likely to be eating
competent than their male counterparts. These findings were consistent with findings from
Brown et al.17, who found male ecSI scores to be significantly higher than that of females. The
connection between gender and eating competence may be explained by males having a more
comfortable approach to eating.22 Additionally, the prevalence of MetS is higher in women than
men.26 Women are also more likely to have MetS factors of increased waist circumference, low
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HDL-C, and high blood glucose levels, but men are more likely to experience hypertension and
high triglycerides.26 Therefore, gender differences may influence the relationships between
bioclinical factors and eating competence in a sample with MetS.

Association with Education
Higher education level is related to higher income and socioeconomic status.27 Education
and income level are highly associated, so education level may serve as an indicator of
socioeconomic status. Higher socioeconomic status is associated with better diet quality.27 Eating
competence, as measured by the ecSI 2.0TM, is affected by income restrictions.22 Additionally, in
previous studies, a sample of Brazilian females with lower education had higher overweight and
obesity levels, which has also been associated with lack of eating competence.19,28 Higher
education levels have been associated with decreased cardiovascular risk29 and MetS prevalence
has been inversely associated with education level.30 Thus, education may influence the
relationship between ecSI 2.0TM and other biopsychosocial factors in a sample with MetS.

Association with Race
Dietary behaviors of minority groups are less healthful than non-minority groups.31
Additionally, metabolic syndrome is more prevalent among minorities.32 Thus, although no
association of race with eating competence in a general sample has been identified to date33, the
possibility exists that eating competence may be influenced by race in a sample of persons with
MetS.
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Associations with Short Form-36 (SF-36)
The use of SF-36 as a measure of health-related quality of life is widely used within
research in individuals with MetS. However, very few studies have examined the mental health
or vitality component in individuals with MetS.34 However, analysis of a longitudinal study has
identified the odds of having low SF-36 MH scores decreased in men with MetS as age
increased, and no association between MetS and low SF-36 MH scores in women were
identified.34 Additionally, a systematic review indicates MetS status is significantly related to the
overall quality of life as measured by the SF-36, and improvements were observed after intensive
lifestyle intervention.35 The relationship between SF-36 scores and ecSI 2.0TM scores has not
been established in individuals with MetS or well-people. However, SF-36 scores are positively
correlated with other measures of eating behaviors (Questionnaire of Eating Behavior) in women
aged 50 to 64.36 Increased research into the relationship between both SF-36 MH and ecSI 2.0TM
and SF-36 VT and ecSI 2.0 TM scores in individuals with MetS is needed.

Associations with Perceived Stress Scale (PSS)
An association between PSS scores and MetS, as well as the components of MetS, is well
established in the literature.37,38,39 Janczura et al.38 found PSS scores to be significantly higher in
individuals with MetS. In studies where associations between higher PSS scores and MetS have
been made, higher levels of stress increase the prevalence of MetS.38 In general, lower levels of
perceived stress have been associated with positive eating behaviors.39,40,41 Those with increased
perceived stress reported less intuitive eating, and more uncontrolled, emotional eating than
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those with less perceived stress.40 Other measures of eating behavior , e.g., the Three Factor
Eating Questionnaire, were negatively associated with PSS scores in a sample of normal weight
and overweight individuals with no history of chronic disease.41 Both low ecSI 2.0TM scores and
high PSS scores were associated with increased adiposity and weight in college freshman.42
Additionally, higher levels of perceived stress have been identified as a variable that negatively
influences eating competence levels in a generally healthy sample.39 PSS scores and eating
competence were inversely related in overweight and obese persons (84% female) living in
Finland.40 However, it remains unclear if the relationship between ecSI 2.0TM scores and
perceived stress levels, as assessed by the PSS, is applicable to individuals with chronic illnesses,
such as MetS.

Associations with Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ)
Research indicates the relationship between obesity and depression, as well as the
association of depression and MetS diagnosis and risk factors.34,43,44,45,46 Additionally, individuals
with both obesity and MetS have higher rates of depression than those who only have depression
or MetS.41 The association between MetS and depressive symptoms as measured with PHQ are
stronger in women than men.34,43 Additionally, individuals with depressive symptoms are at
increased risk to develop MetS than individuals without depressive symptoms.47,48 The
association with PHQ scores and ecSI 2.0TM is not established in individuals with MetS.
However, adolescents who score high on the PHQ tend to engage in unhealthy eating habits.49
Additionally, depressive symptoms were associated with high prevalence of disordered eating.50
More research is needed to investigate if the association of depressive symptoms and eating
habits extends to ecSI 2.0TM scores in individuals with MetS. One study that provides an
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opportunity to examine the relationship of EC tenets and biopsychosocial factors in persons with
MetS is the ELM study.

Enhanced Lifestyles for Metabolic Syndrome (ELM) Study
The ELM study is a multi-site, randomized, controlled, lifestyle clinical trial that aims to
compare the efficacy and financial impact of two intervention delivery methods on remission of
MetS.51 The two delivery methods of lifestyle intervention investigated are 1) a Group-Based
arm and 2) a Self-Directed arm.
The Group-Based arm aims to achieve sustained lifestyle changes through the
development of 4 habits that ultimately become automatic in daily life. The Group-Based arm is
a three-component treatment that targets diet, physical activity, and mindful awareness. Each of
these three components is translated into an ELM Leaf, representing each of the habits.51 The
hypothesized pathway guiding the Group-Based arm is shown in Figure 1 below. The
Group-Based lifestyle treatment is meant to mimic activities that produced old habits and
provide the opportunity to replace these habits with new alternatives.52
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Figure 1. The hypothesized pathway for the Group-Based program51

90-minute group meetings with an intervention team consisting of a health psychologist,
a registered dietitian, and a health coach are held with approximately 15 participants. These
meetings are held weekly for the first 3 months and bi-weekly for the next 3 months, during the
intensive phase. Participants meet monthly for the final 18 months of the study during the
maintenance phase.51 All sessions within the intensive phase include a set of activities intended
to bring focus to forming new habits. Participants work out, prepare a vegetable dish, and eat
while participating in an experiential learning exercise. During the maintenance phase, meetings
are participant-led and are intended to broaden their health network.51
The Self-Directed arm serves as an enhanced version of the current treatment provided.51
This serves as a clinically relevant comparator to serve as a comparison of efficacy to the
group-based arm. In this arm of the study, educational tip sheets are sent to participants on a
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monthly basis.41 The tip sheets sent to participants include clear guidelines and behavioral targets
that are endorsed by the American Heart Association, American Diabetes Association, United
States Department of Agriculture, and the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. 51 Participants in
the Self-Directed arm are provided with a Fitbit to self-monitor their physical activity, in addition
to access to the ELM website that contains other educational materials and information.51 Once
participants have been randomized into the Self-Directed arm, participants meet with a
coordinator to introduce themselves to the components of the Self-Directed arm and to undergo
training to use the Fitbit and ELM website. The coordinator is available to the participants
throughout the study as a reference for questions about the study.51
Benefits and problems are associated with both approaches. Group-based interventions
present opportunities for being cost-effective because of the nature of treating a group of
individuals, as opposed to one individual at a time.53 Additionally, groups provide mechanisms of
action for behavioral change, such as social learning and modeling.53 These mechanisms are
lacking in a self-directed approach. Group-based approaches require many resources such as
personnel, facilities for meetings, and more time involvement than present in a self-directed
approach. However, self-directed approaches require resources for printing and mailing
materials.53
Inclusion criteria for the ELM study are being positive for having three or more of the
five components of MetS. These components are 1) a waist circumference of ≥102 cm for men
and ≥88 cm for women, 2) triglycerides ≥150 mg/dL or treatment for elevated triglycerides, 3)
high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol <40 mg/dL in men and <50 mg/dL in women, or
treatment for low HDL, 4) systolic blood pressure of ≥130 mmHg, diastolic blood pressure ≥85
mmHg, or treatment for hypertension, and 5) fasting plasma glucose 100-125 mg/dL or on
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metformin. Additionally, participants must be 18 years or older. 51 Four cohorts of 30 participants
undergo the intervention.
ELM study data are collected at baseline, post-intensive intervention (PII),
mid-maintenance (MM), and final phases of the study. Components of the data assessments may
be found in Table 1, below.
Table 1. Assessments completed during data collection. 51
Assessment

Description of Instrument

ecSI 2.0TM

Self-report measure of eating attitudes and
behaviors2

Demographics

Self-reported data describing the population

Lipid Panel

Measure of triglycerides, total cholesterol,
HDL-cholesterol, and LDL-cholesterol in
blood

Blood Glucose Level

Measure of amount of glucose in blood

HgA1c

Measure of glycated hemoglobin, reflects
average blood sugar level for past two to
three months54

Perceived Stress Scale (PSS)

Self-report survey to measure the degree to
which situations in life are considered
stressful 55

Depression: Patient Health Questionnaire
(PHQ-8)

Self-report diagnostic and severity measure
for depressive disorders56

Blood Pressure

Average of 3 seated resting blood pressure
measurements using NHANES protocol.57

Waist Circumference

Measured with SECA 201 tape measure,
following NHANES waist circumference
assessment guidelines.58

Weight

Measured in kilograms with a Seca 876 flat
scale59

Height

Measured in centimeters with a Seca 213
stadiometer59
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Quality of Life: Short Form Health Survey
(SF-36)
USDA Food Security

36-item self-report survey to assess health
status60
Measure of ability to access enough food for
an active, healthy life61

Conclusion
The associations of eating competence with biopsychosocial measures have been studied
and supported in a general, healthy population. This suggests the need to establish these findings
can be generalized to a population with chronic diseases, such as those with MetS.

Study Goals
This thesis aims to test if tenets of eating competence and relationship to bioclinical and
psychosocial attributes in a general population are also evident in a sample with MetS.
Specifically, this study will be investigating the relationships between ecSI 2.0TM scores and PSS,
SF-36 Mental Health (SF-36 MH) and Vitality (SF-36 VT), PHQ-8, body mass index (BMI),
blood glucose (BG), triglycerides, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, and HDL-C.
Confounding variables to be assessed include gender, race, and food security status. Data will be
used that were collected at baseline and post-intensive intervention (PII) phases of the ELM
lifestyle modification program from the Rochester site.
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METHODOLOGY
Study Design
The present study is secondary data analysis utilizing data that were collected from the
clinical randomized trial, Enhanced Lifestyles for Metabolic Syndrome (ELM). Details of this
trial can be found at ClinicalTrials.gov, identifier NCT04036006.62 ELM is a multisite clinical
trial investigating the efficacy of a group-based intervention versus that of a self-directed
intervention on individuals with metabolic syndrome. Only data from the Rochester site were
utilized in the present study.

Recruitment of Participants
Participants were not recruited by this researcher but the data that were utilized were
from the ELM study. ELM researchers at RIT recruited these participants using three strategies:
1) electronic medical records, 2) referral by a medical provider, and 3) self-referral.51 Through
the use of an algorithm, medical records were interrogated to identify patients with probable
MetS, no diagnosis of Type II Diabetes, 18 years of age or older, and English speaking.51 The
individuals identified were then sent a letter with the option of opting out of a recruitment phone
call. Referrals by medical providers include the posting of recruitment materials in medical
clinics or clinic-specific activities developed by a provider as a local champion.51 Self-referral
recruitment includes internet-based recruitment, advertisements, Facebook, and mass media
utilized to reach interested participants directly.51
All participants signed a consent form prior to data collection. Participants met with a
research assistant in person at the Rochester Institute of Technology, where they were provided
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with all information pertaining to the study, including what was expected out of their
participation, what is to be expected during data collection, and disclosure statements about the
privacy of the information that was to be collected. The consent form was outlined to each
participant by the research assistant, and the individual was provided an opportunity to ask
questions. All participants voluntarily signed a consent form to continue in the ELM study.

Data Collection
Data were collected at baseline and PII timepoints. Baseline testing was conducted
between November 4, 2019 and February 7, 2020. An additional assessment was conducted
between baseline and PII testing, in response to delays caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. This
was completed in June 2020. PII testing was conducted between January 18, 2021 and March 1,
2021. The timeline of the ELM study can be found in Figure 2, below.
Figure 2. Timeline of the Enhanced Lifestyles for Metabolic Syndrome Study51
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Demographic data and all psychosocial data were collected via self-report
questionnaires. Questionnaires were administered as three separate sets of surveys and
administered to participants by a research assistant. The items for each Set are located in
Appendix 1-3. At baseline, all surveys were administered in person. At PII Sets 1 and 2 were
both administered via Zoom, and Set 3 was administered in person. Surveys administered in
person were projected onto a screen so participants and research assistants could view the
questions together. For surveys administered via Zoom, the research assistant utilized the screen
sharing feature so participants could view the survey. The research assistant read through all
questions with the participant, as the participant stated their answer. As the participant stated
their answer, the research assistant filled in the answer on the survey program. All physical
measures (i.e, blood pressure, waist circumference, height, and weight) were performed in
person by a research assistant on the RIT campus. The 12-hour fasting blood collection was
performed in person by a phlebotomist with Rochester Regional Health on RIT campus and
analyzed by Quest Diagnostics.

Biomedical Data Collection
12-Hour Fasting Blood Draw
A 12-hour fasting blood draw was performed. Serum glucose, hemoglobin A1c, and a
lipid panel (to obtain HDL-C, Total Cholesterol, LDL-C and triglycerides) tests were conducted
using standard procedures by Quest Laboratories.63 LDL-C was estimated using the
Martin-Hopkins calculation, a validated method providing greater accuracy in the estimation of
LDL-C levels than other methods.64 Fasting glucose tests measure the amount of glucose in the
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blood plasma at the given time point. Hemoglobin A1c measures the amount of glycated
hemoglobin and gives a measurement of the levels of blood glucose levels preceding several
weeks.65

Blood Pressure
Blood pressure was measured with an OMRON HEM- 907XL digital blood pressure
monitor.59 The procedure for collecting blood pressure data are as follows. The participant must
not have had any food, caffeinated beverages, nicotine, or alcohol within the 30 minutes
preceding measurement.59 The right arm is preferred for measurement, however, if the participant
is unable to utilize the right arm for measurement the left arm should be used. Proper cuff size is
determined through the following measurement. Using a tape measure, the midpoint of the arm is
determined by measuring the length between the acromion and olecranon processes.59 The
midpoint of this measurement is marked with a washable marker and the circumference of the
arm is measured at this midpoint. The blood pressure cuff size is determined by the measured
arm circumference (small: 17.0-22.0cm; medium: 22.1-32.0cm; large: 32.1-42.0cm; extra-large:
42.1-50.0cm).59 Using the proper blood pressure cuff size, the cuff is positioned over the brachial
artery at least one inch above the crease of the elbow. The participant should be seated with legs
uncrossed and arm resting on a table with the palm facing upwards. The blood pressure machine
will begin taking measurements after a five-minute rest period. Three measurements of systolic
blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and pulse are recorded with one minute rest time
between measurements.59 The average of the three measurements was calculated to determine the
participant’s systolic and diastolic blood pressure.59
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Waist Circumference
Waist circumference was measured with a Seca 201 tape measure.59 The participant
crosses their arms or places their hands on opposite shoulders. The research assistant then
palpates the participant’s right hip for the iliac crest and marks the uppermost portion with a
washable marker.59 The measuring tape is then extended horizontally around the participant’s
waist at the level of the mark. The measuring tape is kept snug to the skin and parallel to the
floor. Participants are asked to take a deep inhale and exhale. Measurement is taken on exhale to
the nearest 0.1 cm.59 This measurement is repeated once more. If the difference between the two
measurements is greater than 1.0 cm, a third measurement is taken.59 The average of all
measurements was calculated to determine the participant’s waist circumference.

Height
Height was measured with a Seca 213 stadiometer to the nearest 0.1 cm.59 Participants
should remove shoes and any hair, jewelry, or accessories from the top of the head. The
participant stands straight against the backboard of the stadiometer. Bodyweight should be
evenly distributed between both feet and heels, buttocks, shoulder blades, and head are ensured
to be in contact with the backboard.59 The stadiometer headpiece is lowered to rest on the top of
the participant’s head by the research assistant. The participant is instructed to take a deep breath
and measurement is recorded to the nearest 0.1 cm on the inhale. This is protocol repeated once
more for a second measurement.59 If the two measurements are different by 0.5 cm or greater, the
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steps are repeated for a third measurement.59 The average of all measurements was utilized to
determine the participant’s height.

Weight
Weight was measured with a Seca 876 flat scale. Participants remain wearing clothing,
removing their shoes, belts, extra layers of clothing (i.e. sweaters, sweatshirts), and objects from
their pockets.59 The scale is powered on and the participant steps on the center of the scale with
hands at their sides and looking straight forward after a zero value is observed.59 Measurement is
recorded to the nearest 0.1 kg.59 This is repeated once more for the second weight measurement.
If the two measurements are different by 0.2 kg or greater, a third measurement is recorded.59
The average of all measurements was calculated to determine the participant’s weight.

Psychosocial Instruments
Satter Eating Competence InventoryTM
The ecSI 2.0TM, is a self-report measure of eating competence.14 ecSI 2.0TM has been
validated in a general sample of adult men and women.18 ecSI 2.0TM has test-retest reliability,
indicating the usefulness in measuring the impact of eating-competence focused
interventions.18,66 ecSI was restructured into ecSI/LI, and validated for use in low income
women.24 ecSI/LI, renamed ecSI 2.0TM, has been supported for use within a general adult
audience, regardless of income.21 Therefore, the ecSI 2.0TM may be utilized to measure eating
competence among socioeconomic diverse populations.13 Additionally, ecSI 2.0TM has been
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validated for use in other populations, such as Brazilian, Finnish, and Taiwanese
individuals.20,67,68 As well as ecSI 2.0TM use in adolescent populations.20 Because of ecSI 2.0TM
test-retest reliability and vast validation, the use of this measure in tailoring eating
competence-focused interventions is identified, which may be applied to individuals with MetS.
The internal consistency was demonstrated with a Chronbach alpha of 0.81 at baseline and 0.83
at PII.

Short Form-36
The SF-36 was designed for use in clinical practice and research to survey the health
status of individuals.60 The SF-36 is one of the most widely used instruments measuring
health-related quality of life.47 The survey was constructed to be either a self-administered survey
for individuals 14 years or older or for administration by an interviewer.60 The SF-36 consists of
a multi-item scale assessing eight subscale categories. These categories are: 1) limitations in
physical activities resulting from health issues, 2) limitations in social activities resulting from
physical or emotional issues, 3) limitations in usual roles resulting from physical issues, 4)
bodily pain, 5) general mental health, 6) limitation in usual roles resulting from emotional
problems, 7) vitality, and 8) general health perception.60 Despite the growing number of scientific
literature utilizing an SF-36 total score, research and SF-36 developers do not support the use of
the SF-36 total score for measuring the quality of life, indicating this increased error.69 Rather the
use of individual categorical scores increase validity and provide researchers with accurate
measures of health-related quality of life.69 Each category is scored from 0 to 100, with 0
indicating poor health and 100 indicating very good health.34,70
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The SF-36 has demonstrated sensitivity to the impact of disease and treatments as
identified in clinical trials in individuals with hypertension, prostate disease, and obesity.43,60 The
SF-36 has been validated for use with morbidly obese individuals and has identified the mental
health and vitality subscales as being specifically relevant measures in the obese population.43
The internal consistency of SF-36 MH was demonstrated with a Chronbach alpha of 0.58 at
baseline and 0.84 at PII. The internal consistency of the SF-36 VT was demonstrated with a
Chronbach alpha of 0.84 at baseline and 0.81 at PII.

Perceived Stress Scale
The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) is a measure of the degree to which situations in an
individual’s life are deemed as stressful.55 The PSS was designed for use with individuals with at
least a junior high school education, and the questions are relatively general and adequate for
most populations and groups.55 The PSS has internal and test-retest reliability and has been
established as a better predictor of health and health-related outcomes when compared to
alternative, similar measures.55 Additionally, PSS has substantial validity that was unaffected by
sex or age.55 Because of the adequate validity and reliability of this measure, PSS has proven
effective in examining the role of stress levels in the etiology of diseases, such as MetS.55 The
PSS total scores range from 0 to 56 and are categorized into two categories: 1) low stress (score
0-19), and 2) high stress (score 19-56).55 The internal consistency was demonstrated with a
Chronbach alpha of 0.84 at baseline and 0.89 at PII.
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Patient Health Questionnaire-8
PHQ-8 is a well-established, valid self-report diagnostic and severity measure for
depressive disorders.56 PHQ-8 is validated for use within large clinical studies, as well as smaller
clinical populations.56,71 PHQ-8 is scored on a scale of 0 to 27 and into five categories: none minimal depression (scores of 0-4), mild depression (scores of 5-9), moderate depression (scores
of 10-14), moderately severe depression (scores of 15-19), and severe depression (scores of
20-27).56 The internal consistency was demonstrated with a Chronbach alpha of 0.69 at baseline
and 0.88 at PII.

USDA Food Security Scale
USDA Food Security Scale measures the ability of an individual to access enough food to
support an active, healthy lifestyle.61 The USDA 10-item Food Security Scale is scored on a
scale of 0-10 and categorized into four categories based on score: high food security (score of 0),
marginal food security (score of 1-2), low food security (score of 3-5), and very low food
security (score of 6-10).72 Categories of high and marginal food security are considered food
secure and categories of low or very low food security are considered food insecure.72

Data Analysis
Each instrument was scored, summed or calculated according to directions. Each
biomedical parameter was grouped into normal vs high [triglycerides (normal <150 mg/dL);
systolic (normal < 130 mmHg) and diastolic blood pressure (normal < 85mmHg); glucose (
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normal < 100mg/dL)] or normal vs. low (HDL-Cholesterol; male low <40 mg/dL; female low <
50 mg/dL). Self report measures were categorized by score as follows: PHQ-8: none-minimal
depression (0-4), mild-moderate depression (5-14); PSS: low stress (0-19), high stress (20-56).
Participants were categorized as eating competent (total ecSI 2.0 ≥32) or not eating competent
(total ecSI 2.0 <32). Based on low response to some options race and food security were
grouped as white or non-white, and high or marginal food security.
Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS statistical analysis software version 26.73
A significance level of ≤0.05 was used in all analyses. The normality of the distribution of each
variable was analyzed through the use and consideration of results from Q-Q plots, histograms,
skewness, and kurtosis values. Skewness and kurtosis values between +1 and -1 were considered
as normally distributed. The ecSI 2.0TM had a normal distribution, but non-parametric analyses
were utilized to be conservative because of the small sample size.74 The reliability of each
psychosocial measure (e.g., ecSI 2.0TM, SF-36 MH, SF-36 VT, PSS, PHQ-8) was analyzed using
Cronbach’s alpha. Mean ecSI 2.0TM and subscale score means were compared between the
categorized values for stress, depression, and bioclinical groups using Mann Whitney U tests at
baseline and PII timepoints (e.g., high vs normal triglycerides). Differences between males and
females, white and non-white, or food secure vs marginally food secure were analyzed using
Mann Whitney U tests. GLM univariate tests were conducted to control for any demographic
differences when comparing eating competence scores and bioclinical or psychosocial findings
as shown in Table 2. Literature supports the use of controls for the confounding demographic
differences (e.g., HDL-C, triglycerides, blood glucose, systolic blood pressure, PHQ-8).16,75
Spearman correlation coefficients were assessed for relationships between continuous variables
(e.g., waist circumference, BMI, SF-36 MH, SF-36 VT.)
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RESULTS
Table 2. Confounder and corresponding variables for GLM univariate tests
Confounder

Baseline

PII

Gender

HDL-C
Blood glucose

Systolic BP

Race

Blood glucose
Triglycerides
PHQ-8

Triglycerides

Food Security

Systolic BP

Table 3. Baseline and Post-Intensive Intervention demographic information participants with
diagnosed metabolic syndrome enrolled in a clinical trial
Characteristic

Baseline (n=31)

Post-Intensive Intervention (n=28)

n

%

n

%

17

55

15

54

Balck or African
American

3

9

2

7

Caucasian/White

26

84

24

85

Other

1

3

1

4

Refused

1

3

1

4

1

3

1

4

Gender
Female
Race

Highest Education Level
High School
Diploma
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Some College or
Associate Degree

8

26

8

28

4-year College

13

42

12

43

Master’s Degree

9

29

7

25

Employed Full Time

21

68

18

64

Employed Part Time

3

10

3

11

Retired

7

22

7

25

M

SD

M

SD

Age

57.9

9.7

58.3

10.1

Body Mass Index

37.7

6.5

36.2

8.0

Total ecSI 2.01

29.3

6.8

32.0

6.3

Eating Attitude and
Behavior

12.2

3.3

13.1

2.9

Food Acceptance

4.7

1.4

5.2

1.7

Internal Regulation

3.7

1.5

3.5

1.0

Contextual Skills

8.6

2.9

10.2

2.6

Employment Status

1

Measured with ecSI 2.0TM Total scores may range from 0 – 48; Eating Attitudes and Behavior

may range from 0-18; Food Acceptance may range from 0-9; Internal Regulation may range
from 0-6; Contextual Skills may range from 0-15
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Description of Participants
Participants were predominantly white. Both genders were evenly represented.
distributed. The age of participants ranged from 28 to 74 years of age. Most participants are
college graduates and most are employed full time. As anticipated by the study inclusion criteria,
all participants were either overweight or obese. Demographics information may be found in
Table 3.
Three participants left the study between baseline and PII. Of these three individuals, two
were female, two were white, and two had a Master’s degree. The ages of those who left are 49,
56, and 58. All three participants were employed full-time. The age of the remaining participants
ranged from 28 to 74 years and BMI ranged from 23 to 58.
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Table 4. Satter Eating Competence Inventory 2.0 and subscale scores at baseline (BSL) and post-intensive intervention (PII) by
biopsychosocial measure category1

Biopsychosocial Measure
BSL

Total Score

Satter Eating Competence InventoryTM 2
Eating Attitudes
Food
Internal
and Behavior
Acceptance
Regulation

Contextual
Skills

HDL-Cholesterol
Low(n=15)

27.4±6.8

11.9±3.5

4.5±1.2

3.5±1.6

7.5±2.9

Normal(n=16)

31.0±6.6

12.6±3.2

4.9±1.6

4.0±1.4

9.5±2.6

Low(n=12)

30.6±5.9

12.3±3.0

5.1±1.6

3.3±1.2

9.9±2.5

Normal(n=15)

33.1±6.6

13.7±2.7

5.3±1.8

3.8±0.8

10.5±2.8

High(n=17)

29.2±7.3

12.2±3.3

4.8±1.6

3.7±1.4

8.7±3.1

Normal(n=14)

29.3±6.4

12.3±3.4

4.7±1.3

3.9±1.7

8.4±2.8

High(n=11)

32.0±7.2

12.9±3.6

5.6±1.4

3.6±0.9

9.9±3.2

Normal(n=16)

32.0±5.9

13.2±2.3

5.0±1.9

3.4±1.1

10.4±2.2

PII

Triglycerides
BSL

PII

Systolic Blood Pressure
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BSL

High(n=15)

31.3±6.1

13.0±2.1

4.9±1.2

4.1±1.3

9.3±3.2

Normal(n=16)

27.4±7.2

11.5±4.1

4.6±1.6

3.4±1.6

7.8±2.5

High(n=9)

34.7±5.4

14.1±2.5

6.1±1.1

3.7±0.7

10.8±2.9

Normal(n=18)

30.7±6.4

12.6±3.0

4.8±1.8

3.4±1.1

9.9±2.5

High(n=13)

28.6±4.2

12.4±2.0

4.9±1.2

3.7±1.4

7.6±2.3

Normal(n=18)

29.7±8.3

12.1±4.0

4.6±1.6

3.8±1.6

9.2±3.2

High(n=6)

34.8±5.0

14.2±2.1

6.2±1.3

3.8±0.4

10.7±3.3

Normal(n=21)

31.2±6.5

12.8±3.0

5.0±1.7

3.4±1.1

10.1±2.5

High(n=12)

29.9±5.6

12.6±2.8

4.6±1.0

4.3±1.4

8.5±2.9

Normal(n=19)

28.8±7.6

12.0±3.6

4.8±1.6

3.4±1.5

8.6±3.0

High(n=12)

34.3±5.0

14.2±1.9

5.8±1.7

3.8±1.2

10.7±2.4

Normal(n=14)

30.1±7.0

12.3±3.3

4.7±1.6

3.3±0.8

9.9±2.9

PII

Diastolic Blood Pressure
BSL

PII

Blood Glucose
BSL

PII
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Patient Health Questionnaire-8
BSL

PII

None- Minimal(n=27)

30.3±6.4

12.8±2.8

4.9±1.4

3.8±1.5

8.8±2.9

Mild(n=4)

22.0±5.7

8.3±3.8

3.8±1.3

3.3±1.5

6.8±2.6

None-Minimal(n=24)

32.9±5.9

13.5±2.7

5.5±1.5

3.5±1.1

10.1±2.7

Mild(n=3)

25.0±5.6

10.0±2.6

3.3±2.5

3.3±0.6

8.3±0.6

Low(n=15)

31.4±7.7

13.3±3.4

4.7±1.4

3.8±1.5

9.5±3.5

High(n=16)

27.3±5.4

11.2±2.9

4.8±1.4

3.7±1.5

7.6±2.0

Low(n=12)

34.5±5.6

14.3±2.3

5.6±1.2

3.2±1.0

11.5±2.6

High(n=15)

30.0±6.3

12.1±3.0

4.9±2.0

3.7±1.0

9.2±2.2

Perceived Stress Scale
BSL

PII

Short Form-36 Mental Health3
BSL

ρ

0.56

0.63

0.13

0.30

0.38

PII

ρ

0.44

0.35

0.37

-0.23

0.55
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Short Form-36 Vitality3
BSL

ρ

0.61

0.46

0.48

0.44

0.40

PII

ρ

0.65

0.54

0.55

0.13

0.59

BSL

ρ

-0.09

-0.05

-0.01

-0.18

-0.25

PII

ρ

0.06

0.06

0.07

0.10

-0.04

BSL

ρ

-0.14

-0.13

-0.18

-0.42

-0.33

PII

ρ

0.06

0.05

0.10

-0.10

0.08

Body Mass Index3

Waist Circumference3

1

Category values as follows: HDL-Male low < 40 mg/dL, Female low < 50 mg/dL; Triglycerides-High ≥ 150 mg/dL; Systolic
BP-High≥130 mm Hg; Diastolic BP- High≥85 mmHg; Blood Glucose- High 100-125 mg/dL; Patient Health QuestionnaireNone-Minimal 0-4, Mild 5-9; Perceived Stress Scale- Low 0-18, Moderate 19-37. Table entries are mean±standard deviation
2
Measured with ecSI 2.0TM Total scores may range from 0 – 48; Eating Attitudes and Behavior may range from 0-18; Food
Acceptance may range from 0-9; Internal Regulation may range from 0-6; Contextual Skills may range from 0-15
3
Spearman rho Correlation
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Table 5. Association of eating competence and measure compared at baseline and post-intensive
intervention (PII)1

Biopsychosocial
Measure
HDL-Cholesterol3
Baseline
PII

Total
Score

Satter Eating Competence InventoryTM 2
Eating
Food
Internal
Attitudes and
Acceptance
Regulation
Behavior

Contextual
Skills

0.30

0.60

0.40

0.47

0.11

0.22

0.24

0.58

0.40

0.72

0.98

0.95

1.0

0.65

0.74

0.87

0.58

0.51

0.48

0.83

0.22

0.40

0.71

0.40

0.20

0.25

0.053

0.53

0.60

0.16

0.44

0.86

0.65

0.62

0.16

0.32

0.16

0.38

0.76

0.22

0.73

0.77

0.51

0.18

0.68

0.11

0.12

0.12

0.23

0.37

Triglycerides3
Baseline
PII

Systolic Blood Pressure3
Baseline
PII

Diastolic Blood Pressure3
Baseline
PII

Blood Glucose3
Baseline
PII
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Patient Health Questionnaire-83
Baseline

0.03

0.03

0.14

0.55

0.21

0.07

0.08

0.16

0.74

0.19

Baseline

0.05

0.03

0.90

0.92

0.06

PII

0.09

0.08

0.43

0.18

0.03

0.47

0.49

0.33

0.02

0.07

0.77

0.80

0.62

0.64

0.68

0.62

0.78

0.96

0.33

0.18

0.78

0.77

0.72

0.61

0.84

0.001

<0.001

0.49

0.10

0.03

0.02

0.07

0.06

0.24

0.003

<0.001

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.03

PII

Perceived Stress Scale3

Waist Circumference4
Baseline
PII

Body Mass Index4
Baseline
PII

Short Form-36 Mental Health4
Baseline
PII

Short Form-36 Vitality4
Baseline
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PII

<0.001

0.004

0.003

0.53

0.001

1

Table entries are P values.
Measured with ecSI 2.0TM Total scores may range from 0 – 48; Eating Attitudes and Behavior
may range from 0-18; Food Acceptance may range from 0-9; Internal Regulation may range
from 0-6; Contextual Skills may range from 0-15
3
Mann Whitney U test
4
Spearman rho correlation
Significant
2

Table 6. Biopsychosocial measures at baseline and post-intensive intervention (PII) by eating
competent and non-eating competent status.1
Eating Competent2
(Baseline: n=15;
PII: n=13)

Non-Eating Competent2
(Baseline: n=16;
PII: n=14)

p value3

Baseline

47.8±8.0

45.7±11.0

0.45

PII

50.9±8.9

45.5±9.6

0.16

Baseline

162.1±56.5

156.0±76.6

0.74

PII

129.5±60.3

151.1±104.1

0.72

Biopsychosocial
Measure
HDL-Cholesterol

Triglycerides

Systolic Blood Pressure (mmHg)
Baseline

132.5±16.9

122.7±13.6

0.22

PII

126.4±17.5

123.1±12.1

0.69

Diastolic Blood Pressure (mmHg)
Baseline

79.9±10.7

81.4±9.1

0.65

PII

76.6±11.3

77.6±8.7

0.55

Baseline

98.4±11.0

99.3±11.6

0.86

PII

103.7±10.2

97.0±14.2

0.09

Blood Glucose (mg/dL)
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Body Mass Index
Baseline

37.9±7.1

37.7±6.2

0.98

PII

36.4±7.7

36.0±8.4

0.69

Baseline

117.6±13.8

122.4±14.1

0.45

PII

112.3±14.3

112.4±3.8

0.87

Waist Circumference (cm)

Patient Health Questionnaire-84
Baseline

1.1±1.2

2.9±2.5

0.02

PII

1.0±1.2

3.6±3.6

0.02

Baseline

16.7±5.6

21.3±5.5

0.02

PII

16.1±5.9

23.1±5.9

0.01

Baseline

85.0±5.7

77.2±11.3

0.04

PII

83.9±10.2

72.9±17.3

0.08

Baseline

69.2±12.4

50.0±18.8

0.003

PII

73.1±13.1

54.9±19.3

0.01

Perceived Stress Scale4

Short Form-36 Mental Health4

Short Form-36 Vitality4

1

Table entries are mean±standard deviation.
Eating Competent- Total ecSI 2.0TM score of 32 or greater. Non-Eating Competent- Total ecSI
2.0TM <32
3
P value from Mann Whitney U test
4
Possible scores for each measure: PHQ-8: 0-27; PSS: 0-56; SF-36 MH: 0-100; SF-36 VT:
0-100.
2
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Sociodemographic Factors
Food Security
Baseline
At baseline, all participants were food secure, however, five participants were marginally
food secure and 26 were food secure with no one being food insecure. Total ecSI 2.0TM and
subscale scores did not differ between high and marginal food security [(Total ecSI 2.0TM: high29.8±6.5, marginal- 26.0±8.3, P=0.20); (EA subscale: high- 12.6±2.9; marginal- 10.2±4.7;
P=0.77); (FA subscale: high- 4.8 ±1.5; marginal- 4.6±1.1; P=0.62); (IR subscale: high- 3.8±1.4;
marginal- 3.4±1.9; P=0.55); (CS subscale: high- 8.7±3.0; marginal- 7.8±2.3; P=0.36)].
Additionally, food security status (high vs marginal) was not related to eating competent status
(i.e., ecSI 2.0TM<32 or 32 and higher) (EC: n=15; non-EC: n=16; P= 0.40).
Follow-up
The current study did not investigate food security status at the PII timepoint. However,
at the COVID assessment, 30 participants were highly food secure and one individual was
marginally food secure. All five marginally food secure at baseline now had high food security
status and one individual moved from high food security status to marginal food security status.
Given the COVID assessment outcomes, there were likely changes in food security status at PII
in the direction of increased food security.

Gender
Baseline
The sample consisted of 17 females and 14 males. Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores
did not differ between males and females [(Total ecSI 2.0TM: male- 29.9±5.5; female- 28.8±7.9);
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(EA subscale: male- 13.0 ±2.7; female- 11.5±3.7); (FA subscale: male- 4.4 ±1.6; female- 5.1±
1.2); (IR subscale: male- 4.0±1.1; female- 3.5±1.8); (CS subscale: male- 8.5±3.2; female- 8.6±
2.8)].
Follow-up
At PII, the sample included 15 females and 13 males. Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale
scores did not differ between males and females [(Total ecSI 2.0TM: male- 31.2±5.5, female- 32.8
±7.1); (EA subscale: male- 12.6 ±2.4, female- 13.5±3.3); (FA subscale: male- 5.4 ±1.9, female5.1±1.5); (IR subscale: male- 3.3±0.9, female- 3.6±1.2); (CS subscale: male- 9.9±1.9, female10.6±3.2)]. The characteristics of those who did not complete follow-up surveys are noted in the
demographics section.

Education
Baseline
Education levels ranged from only a high school diploma to graduate degrees (Table 3).
Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscales did not differ among education levels[(Total ecSI 2.0TM: high
school diploma: 29.0, n=1; Associates degree: 25.5 ±7.8, n=8; college graduate: 29.0±5.4, n=13;
Master’s degree: 33.0±6.6, n=9; P=0.26); (EA subscale: high school diploma: 13.0, n=1;
Associates degree: 10.8±3.9, n=8; college graduate: 12.0±3.2, n=13; Master’s degree: 13.8±2.6,
n=9; P=0.38); (FA subscale: high school diploma: 5.0, n=1; Associates degree: 4.6 ±1.5, n=8;
college graduate: 4.8±1.6, n=13; Master’s degree: 4.8±1.3, n=9; P=0.99); (IR subscale: high
school diploma: 6.0, n=1; Associates degree: 3.1 ±2.0, n=8; college graduate: 3.9±1.1, n=13;
Master’s degree: 3.9±1.4, n=9; P=0.0.37); (CS subscale: high school diploma: 5.0, n=1;
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Associates degree: 7.0±3.1, n=8; college graduate: 8.4±2.2, n=13; Master’s degree: 10.6±2.8,
n=9; P=0.10)].
Follow-up
Diverse education levels continued to be included, however, the three who didn’t
continue with the study had higher education levels. CS subscale scores tended to be higher in
those with Master’s degrees than all other education categories (high school diploma: 10.0, n=1;
Associates degree: 9.4±3.1, n=7; college graduate: 9.4±2.4, n=12; Master’s degree: 12.4±1.4,
n=7; P=0.054). Total ecSI 2.0TM and all other subscale scores did not differ among different
education levels [(Total ecSI 2.0TM: high school diploma: 33.0, n=1; Associates degree: 30.9±
6.4, n=7; college graduate: 30.2±6.5, n=12; Master’s degree: 36.1±4.9, n=7; P=0.26); (EA
subscale: high school diploma: 5.0, n=1; Associates degree: 12.3 ±3.7, n=7; college graduate:
12.5±2.5, n=12; Master’s degree: 14.6±2.4, n=7; P=0.37); (FA subscale: high school diploma:
6.0, n=1; Associates degree: 5.3 ±1.1, n=7; college graduate: 4.9±2.3, n=12; Master’s degree:
5.6±1.1, n=7; P=0.93); (IR subscale: high school diploma: 2.0, n=1; Associates degree: 3.9 ±1.1,
n=7; college graduate: 3.3±0.9, n=12; Master’s degree: 3.6±1.1, n=7; P=0.33)].

Race
Baseline
Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscales scores did not differ between white [(Total ecSI 2.0TM:
29.1±7.1); (EA subscale: 12.2 ±3.2); (FA subscale: 4.7±1.5); (IR subscale: 3.6±1.5); (CS
subscale: 8.6±3.1)] and non-white participants [(Total ecSI 2.0TM: 30.2±6.0); (EA subscale: 12.6
±4.0); (FA subscale: 5.0 ±1.2); (IR subscale: 4.4±1.7); (CS subscale: 8.2±1.5)].
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Follow-up
Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores did not differ between white [(Total ecSI 2.0TM: 31.9
±6.5); (EA subscale: 13.0 ±3.0); (FA subscale: 5.2±1.7); (IR subscale: 3.5±0.9); (CS subscale:
10.1±2.8)] and non-white participants [(Total ecSI 2.0TM: 32.8±5.7); (EA subscale: 13.3 ±2.1);
(FA subscale: 5.3 ±2.2); (IR subscale: 3.5±1.7); (CS subscale: 10.8±1.7)].

Biopsychosocial Measures
HDL Cholesterol
Baseline
HDL-C levels ranged from 29 mg/dL to 65 mg/dL. Fifteen participants had low HDL-C (male
<40 mg/dL; female <50 mg/dL), 16 had normal HDL-C. HDL-C was significantly higher in
females than males (female: 50.5±8.0, n=17; male: 42.1±9.5, n=14; P=0.02). HDL-C continued
to be significantly higher in females, even when controlling for ecSI 2.0TM scores. HDL-C did not
differ between high food secure and marginally food secure (high: 46.7±10.2, n=26; marginal:
46.6±5.9, n=5; P=1.0) or between white and non-white participants (white: 46.2±9.9, n=26;
non-white: 49.4±7.7, n=5; P=0.42).
Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores did not differ between low and normal HDL-C
(Table 4, Table 5). HDL-C did not differ between EC and non-EC eaters (Table 6), even when
controlling for gender. HDL-C was not correlated with ecSI 2.0TM scores [(Total ecSI 2.0TM:
ρ=0.21; P=0.26); (EA subscale: ρ=-0.03; P=0.88); (FA subscale: ρ=0.30; P=0.10); (IR subscale:
ρ=0.14; P=0.47); (CS subscale: ρ=0.30; P=0.10)].
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Follow-up
HDL-C levels ranged from 29 mg/dL to 63 mg/dL. 12 participants had low HDL-C and
15 had normal HDL-C. Unlike baseline values, males and females did not differ in HDL-C
(female: 51.5±8.2, n=14; male: 44.3±9.5, n=13; P=0.06). Additionally, HDL-C did not differ by
white or non-white (white: 47.6±.6, n=23; non-white: 51.0±8.9, n=4; P=0.45)
Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores did not differ between low and normal
measurements of HDL-C (Table 4, Table 5). Additionally, HDL-C did not differ between EC
and non-EC participants (Table 6). HDL-C was not correlated with total or subscale ecSI 2.0TM
scores [(Total ecSI 2.0TM: ρ=0.15; P=0.47); (EA subscale: ρ=0.14; P=0.50); (FA subscale:
ρ=-0.12; P=0.54); (IR subscale: ρ=0.18; P=0.37); (CS subscale: ρ=0.10; P=0.63)].

Triglycerides
Baseline
Triglyceride levels ranged from 65 mg/dL to 398 mg/dL. 17 participants had high
triglycerides( ≥150 mg/dL) and 14 had normal triglycerides (<150 mg/dL). Triglycerides were
significantly higher in white participants versus those of non-white participants (white: 169.1±
67.1, n=26; non-white: 106.2±30.9, n=5; P=0.01). Triglyceride levels were not different between
males and females (male: 165.4±84.7, n=14; female: 153.6±49.2, n=17; P=0.83) or between
high and marginally food secure participants (high: 160.1±71.5, n=26; marginal: 153.0±35.1,
n=5; P=0.90).
Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores did not differ between high and normal triglyceride
values (Table 4, Table 5). Triglycerides did not correlate with ecSI 2.0 TM or subscales [(Total ecSI
2.0TM: ρ=0.07; P=0.70); (EA subscale: ρ=0.03; P=0.88); (FA subscale: ρ=0.07; P=0.73); (IR
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subscale: ρ=-0.07; P=0.72); (CS subscale: ρ=0.15; P=0.42)]. Additionally, triglycerides did not
differ between EC and non-EC individuals (Table 6), even when controlling for race.
Follow-up
At PII, triglyceride levels ranged from 59 mg/dL to 469 mg/dL. Eleven participants had
triglycerides ≥150 mg/dL and 16 had triglycerides <150 mg/dL. Triglycerides were significantly
higher in white participants versus non-white (white: 150.6±87.1, n=23; non-white: 83.8±42.3,
n=4; P=0.02). Additionally, triglycerides did not differ between males or females (male: 141.5±
109.5, n=13; female: 139.9±58.0, n=14; P=0.50).
Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores were not significantly different between high and
normal triglycerides (Table 4, Table 5). Triglycerides were not correlated with total ecSI 2.0 TM or
subscales [(Total ecSI 2.0TM: ρ=0.04; P=0.84); (EA subscale: ρ=0.07; P=0.74); (FA subscale:
ρ=0.10; P=0.62); (IR subscale: ρ=0.28; P=0.16); (CS subscale: ρ=-0.13; P=0.53)], even when
controlling for race. Triglyceride levels did not differ between EC and non-EC individuals (Table
6) as well as when controlling for race.

Systolic Blood Pressure
Baseline
Systolic blood pressure ranged from 99 mmHg to 162 mmHg. 15 participants had high
systolic blood pressure (≥130 mmHg) and 16 had normal systolic blood pressure. Systolic
blood pressure was significantly higher in high food security status individuals (high: 131.0±
14.6, n=26; marginal: 109.2±6.8, n=5; P=0.002). Systolic blood pressure did not differ between
white and non-white individuals (white: 128.9±16.1, n=26; non-white: 120.2±13.0, n=5;
P=0.36) or males and females(male: 132.3±9.8, n=14; female: 123.5±18.8, n=17; P=0.09).
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Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores did not differ between high and normal systolic
blood pressure (Table 4, Table 5), even when controlling for food security status. Systolic blood
pressure was positively correlated with total ecSI 2.0TM (ρ=0.37; P=0.04) and the EA subscale
(ρ=0.37; P=0.04), even when controlling for food security status. Systolic blood pressure was not
correlated with other ecSI 2.0TM subscales [(FA subscale: ρ=0.11; P=0.55); (IR subscale: ρ=0.22;
P=0.23); (CS subscale: ρ=0.31; P=0.09)]. Additionally, systolic blood pressure did not differ
between EC or non-EC participants (Table 6), even when controlling for food security status.
Follow-up
Systolic blood pressure ranged from 103 mmHg to 160 mmHg. Nine participants had
high systolic blood pressure (≥130 mmHg) and 18 had normal systolic blood pressure. Systolic
blood pressure was significantly higher in males than females (male: 129.7±12.1, n=13; female:
120.0±15.9, n=14; P=0.03). Systolic blood pressure did not differ between white and non-white
individuals(white: 125.1±15.6, n=23; non-white: 122.3±9.7, n=4; P=0.87).
EA subscale scores tended to be higher in individuals with high systolic blood pressure.
Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores were not different between high and normal systolic blood
pressure (Table 4, Table 5). Total ecSI 2.0 TM and subscales were not correlated with systolic
blood pressure [(Total ecSI 2.0TM: ρ=0.27; P=0.17); (EA subscale: ρ=0.26; P=0.20); (FA
subscale: ρ=0.38; P=0.051); (IR subscale: ρ=0.10; P=0.62); (CS subscale: ρ=0.12; P=0.56)].
Systolic blood pressure did not differ between EC and non-EC individuals (Table 6).
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Diastolic Blood Pressure
Baseline
Diastolic blood pressure ranged from 65 mmHg to 99 mmHg. Diastolic blood pressure
did not differ among categories of gender (male: 80.0±0.5, n=14; female: 81.3±10.9, n=17;
P=0.74), race (white: 81.7±9.7, n=26; non-white: 75.8±9.4, n=5; P=0.28), or food security
status (high: 82.1±9.9, n=26; marginal: 73.6±5.3, n=5; P=0.06).
Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores did not differ between high and normal diastolic
blood pressure (Table 4, Table 5). Diastolic blood pressure was not correlated with total ecSI
2.0TM or subscale scores[(Total ecSI 2.0TM: ρ= -0.05; P=0.78); (EA subscale: ρ= -0.03; P=0.88);
(FA subscale: ρ=0.02; P=0.92); (IR subscale: ρ= -0.12; P=0.56); (CS subscale: ρ= -0.01;
P=0.96)]. Additionally, diastolic blood pressure did not differ between EC or non-EC (Table 6).
Follow-up
Diastolic blood pressure ranged from 64 mmHg to 97 mmHg. Diastolic blood pressure
did not differ between males and females (male: 76.2±10.5, n=13; female: 78.0±9.5, n=14;
P=0.55), and white and non-white individuals (white: 77.8±10.4, n=23; non-white: 73.3±4.3,
n=4; P=0.62).
Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores did not differ between high and normal diastolic
blood pressure readings (Table 4, Table 5). Diastolic blood pressure did not differ between eating
competent and non-eating competent individuals (Table 6). Diastolic blood pressure was not
correlated with ecSI 2.0TM or any subscale scores [(Total ecSI 2.0TM: ρ=-0.01; P=0.97); (EA
subscale: ρ=0.01; P=0.96); (FA subscale: ρ=0.13; P=0.52); (IR subscale: ρ=0.09; P=0.66); (CS
subscale: ρ=-0.16; P=0.44)].
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Blood Glucose
Baseline
BG ranged from 78 mg/dL to 123 mg/dL. BG was significantly higher in non-white
individuals (white: 97.1±10.2, n=26; non-white: 108.2±12.0, n=5; P=0.04) and significantly
higher in males (male: 102.8±9.5, n=14; female: 95.7±11.6, n=17; P=0.03). Fasting BG did not
differ between marginal and high food secure participants (high: 99.6±10.0, n=26; marginal:
95.2±16.8, n=5; P=0.28).
Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores did not differ among normal and high BG (Table 4,
Table 5), even when controlling for race and gender. BG did not differ among EC and non-EC
participants (Table 6), even when controlling for race and gender. BG was not correlated with
total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores [(Total ecSI 2.0TM: ρ=0.13; P=0.49); (EA subscale: ρ=0.17;
P=0.36); (FA subscale: ρ=-0.09; P=0.62); (IR subscale: ρ=0.32; P=0.08); (CS subscale: ρ=-0.08;
P=0.67)]. Correlations remained non-significant when controlling for gender and race.
Follow-up
BG levels ranged from 79 mg/dL to 130 mg/dL. Fasting BG did not differ between white
and non-white participants (white: 98.7±12.8, n=23; non-white: 109.0±7.9, n=4; P=0.10) or
between males and females (male: 104.4±14.7, n=13; female: 96.4±9.4, n=14; P=0.20).
Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores did not differ among normal and high BG Table 4,
Table 5). BG did not differ between EC and non-EC individuals (Table 6). BG was positively
correlated with FA subscale scores (ρ=0.41; P=0.04). BG was not correlated with total ecSI 2.0 TM
and other subscales [(Total ecSI 2.0TM: ρ=0.33; P=0.09); (EA subscale: ρ=0.27; P=0.18); (IR
subscale: ρ=0.12; P=0.57); (CS subscale: ρ=0.22; P=0.26)].
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Body Mass Index
Baseline
BMI ranged from 28 to 55. One participant was categorized as overweight and 30
participants were categorized as obese. BMI did not differ between high and marginal food
security individuals (high: 37.9±7.0, n=26; marginal: 37.3±4.1, n=5; P=0.78), males and
females (male: 36.0±5.2, n=14; female: 39.2±7.3, n=17; P=0.16), or white and non-white
individuals (white: 38.3±7.0, n=26; non-white: 35.3±1.8, n=5; P=0.62).
BMI was not correlated with ecSI 2.0TM or subscale scores (Table 4, Table 5). BMI did
not differ between EC and non-EC participants (Table 6).
Follow-up
BMI ranged from 23 to 58. One participant was categorized as normal weight, four
participants were categorized as overweight and 22 participants were categorized as obese. BMI
did not differ between males and females (male: 33.2±5.0, n=13; female: 39.0±9.3, n=14;
P=0.07), or white and non-white individuals (white: 36.6±8.6, n=23; non-white: 33.9±1.5, n=4;
P=0.82).
BMI was not correlated with ecSI 2.0TM or subscale scores (Table 4, Table 5). BMI did
not differ between EC and non-EC participants (Table 6).

Waist Circumference
Baseline
Waist circumference ranged from 96 cm to 152 cm. Thirty participants had high waist
circumference (i.e., > 88 cm females, >102 cm males); only one had normal waist circumference.
Waist circumference did not differ between high and marginal food secure individuals (high:
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119.7±14.3, n=26; marginal: 122.1±13.0, n=5; P=0.78), males and females (male: 119.7±10.1,
n=14; female: 120.4±16.8, n=17; P=0.54), or white and non-white individuals (white: 121.1±
14.7, n=26; non-white: 115.0±8.5, n=5; P=0.42).
Waist circumference was inversely correlated with the IR subscale score (Table 4, Table
5). Waist circumference was not correlated with ecSI 2.0TM or other subscale scores (Table 4,
Table 5). Waist circumference did not differ between EC or non-EC participants (Table 6).
Follow-up
Waist circumference ranged from 83 cm to 143 cm. Twenty-two participants had high
waist circumference and four individuals had normal waist circumference. Waist circumference
did not differ between males and females (male: 111.2±12.6, n=13; female: 113.5±15.2, n=14;
P=0.69), or white and non-white individuals (white: 113.2±14.5, n=23; non-white: 107.7±8.1,
n=4; P=0.41).
Waist circumference was not correlated with ecSI 2.0TM or subscale scores (Table 4, Table
5). Waist circumference did not differ between EC or non-EC (Table 6).

Patient Health Questionnaire-8 - Depressive Symptoms
Baseline
PHQ-8 scores ranged from 0 to 8. Depressive symptoms were more apparent in white
than non-white participants (PHQ-8 scores white: 2.4±2.2, n=26; non-white: 0.2±0.4, n=5;
P=0.005). PHQ-8 scores did not differ between highly and marginally food secure (high: 1.9±
1.9, n=26; marginal: 2.8±3.6, n=5; P=0.98) or between males and females (male: 1.6±2.1, n=14;
female: 2.4±2.2, n=17; P=0.28).
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Total ecSI 2.0TM and EA subscale (but not the other three subscales) scores were
significantly lower in those with mild depression than those with no or minimal depressive
symptoms (Table 4, Table 5), even when controlling for race. More depressive symptoms were
correlated with lower total ecSI 2.0TM (ρ= -0.41; P=0.02) and IR subscale (ρ= -0.37; P=0.04), but
not the other subscales [(EA subscale: ρ=-0.35; P=0.052); (FA subscale: ρ=-0.26; P=0.15); (CS
subscale: ρ=-0.24; P=0.20)], even when controlling for race. EC participants had lower levels of
depression than those who were non-EC (Table 6), even when controlling for race.
Follow-up
PHQ-8 scores ranged from 0 to 11. PHQ-8 scores did not differ between white and
non-white participants (white: 2.4±3.1, n=24; non-white: 1.5±1.7, n=4; P=0.73) or males and
females (male: 1.9±2.9, n=13; female: 2.7±3.0, n=15; P=0.29).
Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores did not differ between categories of PHQ-8 scores
(Table 4, Table 5). PHQ-8 scores were inversely correlated with total ecSI 2.0TM (ρ=-0.51;
P=0.01), EA (ρ=-0.51; P=0.01), and CS (ρ=-0.58; P=0.002) subscales, but not the other
subscales [(FA subscale: ρ=-0.35; P=0.08); (IR subscale: ρ=0.19; P=0.35)]. EC participants had
lower levels of depression than non-EC (Table 6).

Perceived Stress
Baseline
PSS scores ranged from 7 to 30. Perceived stress scores did not differ between white and
non-white (white: 18.6±6.1, n=26; non-white: 21.8±4.4, n=5; P=0.31), males and females
(male: 18.6±5.4, n=14; female: 19.5±6.5, n=17; P=0.54), or high and marginal food security
status (high: 18.7±6.1, n=26; marginal: 21.4±5.2, n=5; P=0.36).
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Total ecSI 2.0TM and EA subscale scores were lower in participants who perceived high
stress (Table 4, Table 5). EC participants perceived less stress than non-EC (Table 6). PSS scores
negatively correlated with ecSI 2.0TM (ρ=-0.53; P=0.002), EA (ρ=-0.53; P=0.002), and CS
(ρ=-0.44; P=0.01) subscale scores. All other ecSI 2.0 TM subscale scores were not correlated with
PSS [(FA subscale: ρ=-0.13; P=0.49); (IR subscale: ρ=-0.20; P=0.28)].
Follow-up
Perceived stress scores ranged from 9 to 33. Perceived stress did not differ among males
and females (male: 19.4±5.8, n=13; female: 20.1±8.0, n=14; P=0.62), or white and non-white
participants (white: 19.7±7.1, n=23; non-white: 19.8±5.1, n=4; P=0.87).
CS subscale scores were significantly higher in participants with low perceived stress
(Table 4, Table 5). Total ecSI 2.0 TM and other subscale scores did not differ between perceived
stress levels(Table 4, Table 5). EC had lower levels of perceived stress than non-EC (Table 6).
Perceived stress scale scores are negatively correlated with total ecSI 2.0TM (ρ=-0.53; P=0.005),
EA (ρ=-0.49; P=0.01), and CS (ρ=-0.59; P=0.001) subscale scores. ecSI 2.0 TM IR (ρ=0.24;
P=0.22) and FA (ρ=-0.34; P=0.09) subscale scores were not correlated with PSS.

Short Form-36 Mental Health Scale
Baseline
SF-36 MH subscale scores ranged from 55 to 90. SF-36 MH did not differ between high
and marginal food security status (high: 82.5±8.4, n=26; marginal: 73.0±13.0, n=5; P=0.10),
males and females (male: 82.9±9.1, n=14; female: 79.4±10.1, n=17; P=0.32), or white and
non-white individuals (white: 80.8±10.4, n=26; non-white: 82.0±5.7, n=5; P=0.86).
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SF-36 MH was positively correlated with total ecSI 2.0TM and EA and CS subscales
(Table 4, Table 5). SF-36 MH was not correlated with other subscales (Table 4, Table 5). SF-36
MH scores were significantly higher in EC individuals than non-EC (Table 6).
Follow-up
SF-36 MH subscale scores ranged from 35 to 95. SF-36 MH did not differ between males
and females (male: 81.2±11.0, n=13; female: 76.0±17.6, n=15; P=0.65), or white and non-white
individuals (white: 77.9±15.1, n=24; non-white: 81.3±15.5, n=4; P=0.64).
SF-36 MH scores were positively correlated with total ecSI 2.0TM scores and CS subscale
(Table 4, Table 5). SF-36 MH scores were not correlated with other subscales (Table 4, Table 5).
SF-36 MH did not differ between EC and non-EC individuals (Table 6).

Short Form-36 Vitality Scale
Baseline
SF-36 VT subscale scores ranged from 13 to 88. SF-36 VT did not differ between high
and marginal food security status (high: 59.1±18.1, n=26; marginal: 60.0±22.8, n=5; P=0.94),
males and females (male: 59.4±13.4, n=14; female: 59.2±22.3, n=17; P=0.77), or white and
non-white individuals (white: 58.7±17.9, n=26; non-white: 62.5±23.8, n=5; P=0.58).
SF-36 VT scores were positively correlated with total ecSI 2.0 TM and all subscale scores
(Table 4, Table 5). SF-36 VT scores were higher in EC individuals than non-EC (Table 6).
Follow-up
SF-36 VT subscale scores ranged from 19 to 88. SF-36 VT did not differ between males
and females (male: 67.8±14.2, n=13; female: 60.8±21.6, n=15; P=0.47), or white and non-white
individuals (white: 63.0±19.0, n=24; non-white: 70.3±16.4, n=4; P=0.51).
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SF-36 VT scores were positively correlated with total ecSI 2.0 TM, and EA, FA, and CS
subscales (Table 4, Table 5). SF-36 VT was not correlated with the IR subscale (Table 4, Table
5). SF-36 VT scores were significantly higher in EC individuals than non-EC (Table 6).

Non-Parametric Tests versus Parametric Tests
Parametric testing did not yield significantly different results than non-parametric. At
baseline, the only difference observed in parametric testing was a trend towards significance in
HDL-C and CS subscales (P= 0.06) that was not observed with non-parametric testing (P=0.11).
Otherwise, no significant differences were observed in parametric versus non-parametric testing
at baseline.
At PII, parametric testing yielded significant results for the PHQ-8 analyses and total
ecSI 2.0TM, EA, and FA subscales [(Total ecSI 2.0 TM: P=0.04); (EA: P=0.05); (FA: P=0.04)],
compared to no significant findings with non-parametric testing [(Total ecSI 2.0TM: P=0.70);
(EA: P=0.08); (FA: P=0.16)]. Additionally, parametric tests yielded a trend towards significant
difference in FA subscale when analyzed by systolic blood pressure (P=0.052) that was not
observed in non-parametric testing (P=0.53).

DISCUSSION
Summary
This study aimed to examine if tenets of eating competence and relationship to
biopsychosocial attributes previously described in a general population are also evident in a
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sample with MetS. The tenets of eating competence include positive eating attitudes, food
acceptance, internal regulation of food intake, and management of eating context.14 Individuals
who are eating competent are secure with their enjoyment of food and eating and dependable
about getting enough to eat.14 A relationship was present between some biopsychosocial
attributes and the tenets of eating competence. Specifically, those with higher scores on ecSI
2.0TM tended to have lower stress, less depressive symptoms, greater mental health, and greater
vitality. Findings did not support a relationship between eating competence and HDL-C,
triglycerides, blood pressure, blood glucose, BMI, and waist circumference.
Total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores were similar to those of previous studies. Psota et
al.16 report hypercholesteremic adults having average ecSI 2.0TM scores around the range of those
observed in the present study. However, Psota et al.16 reported a lower percentage of EC
participants. Additionally, Tilles-Tirkkonen et al. 20 reported similar average ecSI 2.0TM scores for
a sample of adults with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus. Similar to Psota et al.16, Tilles-Tirkkonen et
al.20 reported a lower percentage of EC participants than the present study.
The sample was predominantly white, mostly well-educated, obese or overweight, and
had high or marginal food security. Males and females were evenly represented. Sample
demographics were similar to those at other ELM research sites. The multi-site ELM sample is
predominantly white, well-educated, and overweight or obese.76 However, nationally the
ethnicity of persons living with MetS differs from the ELM sample. Data collected for the
NHANES questionnaire between 2011-2016 showed most individuals reporting three or more
risk factors for MetS having “other” race and ethnicity, followed by Hispanic individuals, and
then non-Hispanic white individuals.32 Similar to the ELM study Rochester site, females and
males were evenly represented in the population of individuals with MetS.32 Since the
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demographics of this mostly white, educated sample differ from the general characteristics of the
MetS population, findings about the relationships between eating competence and MetS may not
be generalizable to the MetS population.

Sociodemographic Factors
Eating Competence Examined by Race
The present study did not find any differences in total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores
between white and non-white participants. These findings are consistent with a study involving a
sample of adult females with no chronic illness, finding no differences in eating competence
among races.21 Despite the consistency of findings with previous studies, the present study
consisted of mostly white participants. The lack of variability of race within participants
decreases the generalizability of findings between race and eating competence to the general
population of MetS.

Eating Competence Examined by Gender
No differences in total ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores were present between males and
females. These findings differ from those of Brown et al.17 who found males’ total ecSI, EA, FA,
and IR subscale scores to be significantly higher than those of females. Additionally, Clifford et
al.25 found college-aged males to have higher total ecSI scores. Similarly, Rodgers et al.77 found
college-aged males to score higher on EA, FA, IR subscales. Tanja et al.78 found adolescent
female participants were more likely to have higher ecSI scores and be EC. However, findings
were similar to those reported by Lee et al.72, where no differences were found in ecSI scores by
gender in a sample of elderly Taiwanese individuals.
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Eating Competence Examined by Food Security
ecSI 2.0TM and food security status were not associated, which differs from Lohse &
Masters’79 finding of a negative correlation between ecSI 2.0TM scores and food security in a
sample of mostly overweightor obese participants, with one-third being food insecure. Lohse et
al.79 also reported higher ecSI 2.0TM scores for those with high or marginal food security. ecSI
2.0TM was validated for use regardless of income and possible food resource issues in samples
without chronic disease.21 Thus, it is expected that no differences in ecSI 2.0TM scores and food
security status be present, as it has been adjusted and validated for use regardless of individuals’
food security status. Therefore, the lack of association between ecSI 2.0TM and food security
status in the present study is not unexpected.

Biopsychosocial Measures
Eating Competence Examined by HDL-Cholesterol
Similar to other studies, HDL-C was higher in females than males.16 Psota et al.16 found
females to have higher HDL-C than males. This may be explained by the positive effects the sex
hormone estrogen has on HDL-C levels.80 Of note are the differences in the inclusion criteria for
males and females for HDL-C. Because HDL-C is known to be higher in females, female
inclusion criteria for HDL-C was 10 mg/dL higher than male inclusion criteria. This was
considered when grouping the sample as “normal” and low HDL-C (males: <40 mg/dL, females:
<50 mg/dL), reflecting the differences in HDL-C by gender.
No significant differences in ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores between low and normal
measurements of HDL-C were present. Additionally, HDL-C did not differ between EC and
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non-EC participants. In contrast, studies from Lohse et al.81 and Tilles-Tirkkonen et al.20 found
EC individuals to have higher HDL-C than non-EC individuals. No correlations between HDL-C
and ecSI 2.0TM scores were present. This differs from findings reported by Psota et al.16, who
found positive correlations between HDL-C and total ecSI and FA scores. Eating competence has
been associated with healthier food options and a better cardiovascular profile.16,81 Therefore, the
results presented in this study do not align with the expected outcome based on results from the
general population. HDL-C is found to be lower in individuals with insulin resistance or Type 2
Diabetes.82 One of the risk factors of MetS is insulin resistance, therefore, this may play a role in
the lack of relationship between HDL-C and ecSI 2.0TM in individuals with MetS.

Eating Competence Examined by Blood Pressure
Systolic blood pressure was positively correlated with total ecSI 2.0TM and EA subscale
scores at baseline, that is, those with higher blood pressure had higher total ecSI 2.0TM and EA
subscale scores. However, at PII total ecSI 2.0TM or subscales were not correlated with systolic
blood pressure. This could be related to a change in only 1 or 2 participants, which cannot be
examined because of the cross-sectional rather than longitudinal design of the data. Evidence of
some change from baseline to PII is also evident because at PII, but not baseline, systolic blood
pressure was significantly higher in males than females. No significant findings between ecSI
2.0TM and DBP were present at baseline or PII. In previous studies, eating competence has been
shown to be linked with lower blood pressure overall in a sample of hypercholesteremic adults.16
Psota et al.16 reported a significant inverse relationship between both systolic and diastolic blood
pressure and total ecSI 2.0TM, EA, and IR subscales scores. Additionally, Psota et al. 16 found
diastolic blood pressure to be significantly lower in females than males, however, this
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relationship was not present in the sample. The findings presented within this study may not
provide an accurate picture of the relationship between blood pressure and eating competence, as
one of the inclusion factors for the study was either having high blood pressure or being
prescribed blood pressure regulating medications, constraining the variability in the sample.

Eating Competence Examined by Triglycerides
Triglycerides were higher in white (n=26) than non-white (n=5) participants at both
baseline and PII. The limited number of non-white participants likely confounds the examination
of the relationship between race, eating competence and triglycerides in this study. However,
findings from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) 2003-2006
data from 2003-2006 showed similar findings of non-Hispanic white individuals having higher
triglycerides.75
No other associations between ecSI 2.0TM and triglycerides were present. This is
unexpected as being eating competent has been associated with better cardiovascular health16,
and increased triglycerides have been associated with decreased cardiovascular health.83 These
findings contradict those of Psota et al.16 who found a trend to an inverse relationship between
triglyceride levels and total ecSI, FA, and CS subscale scores, as well as findings from
Tilles-Tirkkonen et al,20 reporting an inverse association between CS subscale scores and
triglyceride levels in individuals. The findings from the current sample with MetS do not align
with previous literature, however, further examination with a larger, more diverse sample will be
required for continued examination of the relationship between eating competence and
triglycerides in individuals with MetS.
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Eating Competence Examined by Blood Glucose
At baseline, blood glucose was higher in non-white than white participants and higher in
males. These findings are consistent with findings from Psota et al.16, where males had higher
blood glucose than females. The differences in blood glucose and gender may be explained by
the differences in body composition, as well as hormonal differences, between males and females
that affect the homeostasis of plasma glucose.84
At PII, those with higher FA subscale scores also had higher blood glucose levels. This
would indicate those with greater food acceptance and higher variety within their diet, have
higher blood glucose than those who do not.14 BG did not differ between EC and non-EC
participants. This is congruent with findings from Tilles-Tirkkonen et al. 20 who found no
differences in glucose levels by EC vs non-EC. However, these results do not align with findings
in a sample of Spanish elderly participants where EC individuals were more likely to have lower
fasting blood glucose levels.81 Eating competence has been associated with lower sugar intake.16
However, one of the components of MetS is insulin resistance, indicating the sample may have
decreased ability to properly regulate their plasma glucose, leading to heightened fasting glucose
levels. Of note is that one of the inclusion criteria for the present study is a fasting glucose level
between 100 and 125 mg/dL or being on metformin. Individuals on metformin will have
better-controlled blood glucose levels regardless of eating habits. Therefore, the results obtained
in the study may not accurately depict the true relationship between blood glucose and ecSI 2.0TM
scores in individuals with MetS.

Eating Competence Examined by Waist Circumference
Waist circumference was inversely correlated with IR subscale scores at baseline. IR
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subscale measures the ability to respond to internal cues of hunger, satiety, and appetite.
Effective internal regulation results in the stabilization of body weight at a proper level for that
individual.14 Therefore, this may extend to the idea that higher IR subscale scores be related to
lower waist circumference, as these individuals are more likely to be at a level of optimum health
and weight.14 Similarly, Tilles-Tirkkonen et al.20 found CS subscale scores to be inversely
associated with waist circumference. No other associations between waist circumference and
ecSI 2.0TM or other subscale scores were present at baseline or PII. This is contradictory to
findings from Lohse et al.85 who reported that premenopausal women with the lowest ecSI scores
had the highest waist circumference. However, with one exception, the ELM sample had a high
waist circumference. Therefore, a relationship between waist circumference and ecSI 2.0TM may
be more apparent in a sample with MetS with more variability in waist circumference.

Eating Competence Examined by Body Mass Index
No significant associations between BMI and ecSI 2.0TM and subscale scores were
observed. This is congruent with Psota et al16 who reported no significant differences in BMI
between EC and non-EC participants but contrasts with previous findings of high BMIs in
non-EC.19,20,25,81 Additionally, previous findings establish CS subscale scores being inversely
associated with BMI.20 Lohse et al.85 also report individuals with the lowest tertile of ecSI scores
had the highest BMI when assessing a population of premenopausal women. At baseline, the
present study consisted of BMI categories of overweight and obese, and at PII only one
participant was categorized as having normal weight. Therefore, the relationship between BMI
and ecSI 2.0TM tenets may be better observed in a sample consisting of more BMI variability.
However, this is difficult because the MetS population is more likely to have a higher BMI,
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especially with increasing the amount of MetS risk factors.75

Eating Competence Examined by Patient Health Questionnaire -8
Total ecSI 2.0TM and EA subscale scores were significantly lower in those with mild
depression than those with no or minimal depressive symptoms, as assessed by the PHQ-8.
Additionally, total ecSI 2.0TM, EA, and IR subscales scores were inversely correlated with PHQ-8
scores, meaning that the higher the ecSI 2.0™ scores, the fewer depressive symptoms reported.
The relationship between eating competence and depression may be highly sensitive because
individuals with probable major depression (PHQ-8 > 10) were excluded from the study because
they would not be suitable for group treatment.51 Therefore, the present study was unable to
explore the relationship between depressive symptoms and eating competence in participants
with severe depression. The relationship observed between PHQ-8 and ecSI 2.0TM aligns with
findings from Bächle et al. 50 who found depressive symptoms more likely to occur with eating
disorder symptomology in young adults with Type-1 diabetes. Of note is that eating competence
has been shown to be associated with lower scores on the Eating Disorder Inventory.18,24
Therefore, the results observed may be explained by the relationship between depressive
symptoms and poor eating behaviors. Another such triangulation is noted with emotional eating,
depression, and eating competence. Lazarevich et al.86 found depressive symptoms to be
associated with more emotional eating in Mexican college students and lower levels of emotional
eating have been reported for eating competent persons.18,24 Individuals with depression often
experience poor eating habits, including more episodes of binge eating, emotional eating, or
disordered eating.87 Thus, it follows that lower eating competence scores in individuals reporting
more depressive symptoms may not be unexpected in a sample with MetS.
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Eating Competence Examined by Perceived Stress Scale
At baseline, total ecSI 2.0TM and EA subscale scores were higher in those with lower
stress and at PII, CS subscale scores were higher in those with low stress. At both baseline and
PII, PSS scores were negatively correlated with total ecSI 2.0TM, EA, and CS subscale scores,
suggesting individuals with lower stress have higher total ecSI 2.0,TM EA, and CS subscale
scores. These findings are consistent with findings from Joseph et al.41 who found higher levels
of perceived stress to be related to higher scores on the disinhibition scale of the TFEQ,
indicating those with higher stress are less likely to exhibit healthy eating behaviors.
Additionally, Hootman et al42 report that greater stress was a strong predictor of unhealthy food
consumption. The relationship between perceived stress and eating behaviors may be explained
by a physiological response to stressors. When subjected to greater levels of chronic stress, an
individual will begin to exhibit a preference for more energy-dense foods, in larger amounts.88
Therefore, the relationships observed between PSS and ecSI 2.0TM in individuals with MetS
aligns with established findings in the literature from samples of a general population.

Eating Competence Examined by Short Form - 36 Mental Health Scale
SF-36 MH was positively correlated with total ecSI 2.0TM, EA, and CS subscale scores;
that is, participants who scored higher on the SF-36 MH subscale scored higher on total ecSI
2.0,™ EA, and CS subscales. This is consistent with findings from a study of 16 to 29-year-old
Danish women, with those having more risk behaviors for eating disorders tending to have lower
mental health quality of life than those without risk behaviors, as measured by the SF-36 MH.89
Intuitive eating behaviors have also been positively associated with several psychological health
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indicators, indicating individuals who utilize intrinsic signals (i.e. hunger and satiety) to guide
their food intake reported having better mental health.90
The relationship between ecSI 2.0TM and SF-36 MH may have several explanations. EC
persons have been associated with positive sleep behaviors in a study assessing college
students.19 Additionally, positive sleep behaviors are widely associated with increased mental
health.91,92,93 It is possible the positive correlation between mental health and ecSI 2.0TM is related
to better sleep quality experienced by EC persons. Additionally, EC persons are less likely to
exhibit emotional eating, indicating those reporting better mental health are less likely to have
poor eating habits.24 Thus, the relationship observed between ecSI 2.0TM and SF-36 MH scale in
the present sample with MetS is not unexpected.

Eating Competence Examined by Short Form - 36 Vitality Scale
Higher scores on the SF-36 VT subscale were associated with higher scores on ecSI 2.0 TM
and all subscale scores. Additionally, EC individuals had significantly higher SF-36 VT scores.
This aligns with a study of 16 to 29-year-old Danish females, that found those who exhibit eating
behaviors that increase the risk for eating disorders scored lower on SF-36 VT subscales than
those without risky eating behaviors.89 Additionally, a study involving Finnish and German
adults utilizing the TFEQ-R18 observed associations with individuals scoring lower on
emotional eating and uncontrolled eating to have higher vitality, as measured by the vitality
index scale, as well as reporting increased contentment with eating.94 Concepts from the TFEQ
align with those of ecSI 2.0TM, therefore, it is not unexpected ecSI 2.0TM and SF-36 VT also be
associated in individuals with MetS.18
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Limitations
This study has several limitations. The small sample size may not be adequate to detect
the actual relationship between ecSI 2.0TM and biopsychosocial factors in individuals with MetS.
In several bioclinical factors (e.g., waist circumference, BMI, blood pressure), there was little
variability within the sample. Decreased variability caused difficulty when assessing the
relationship between ecSI 2.0TM and bioclinical values. Additionally, the sample was
predominantly white, well-educated, and food secure. This is not congruent with a study utilizing
2011-2016 NHANES data that found individuals with MetS to be predominantly non-white32,
indicating the data may not be generalizable to the entire MetS population. No paired measures
were utilized in this study, so we were unable to assess the changes in eating behaviors across
baseline and PII timepoints. In addition, the treatment group of each participant was unknown,
therefore any conclusion as to the impact of treatment on the relationships between
biopsychosocial and EC tenets could not be made. The COVID-19 pandemic occurred during the
time between baseline and PII data collection. This pandemic may have impacted eating
behaviors and responses to surveys (i.e. PSS, PHQ-8) as the pandemic may have caused a
significant disruption in participant’s lives. Despite these limitations, there remain several
strengths of this study.

Strengths
Strengths of this study include the confirmed diagnosis of MetS in participants. This
ensures the findings of this study apply to individuals with MetS. The utilization of valid surveys
and measurement techniques increases the likelihood of accurate, sound data. In addition,
laboratory values for blood work were derived using valid methods and provided from a
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national, licensed laboratory (Quest Diagnostics). There were approximately 11 months between
baseline data collection and PII data collection thus facilitating examination of two separate time
points.

Future Research and Implications
This study indicates that there is a relationship between EC tenets and some
biopsychosocial measures in individuals with MetS, specifically lower stress, less depressive
symptoms, and better mental and physical health as measured by the SF-36 MH and SF-36 VT.
Future research can be conducted utilizing a larger, more diverse sample to increase the
reliability and generalizability of the results. Further analyses of these data utilizing a
longitudinal design and paired data statistics controlling for treatment will be necessary to
conduct a more genuine examination of relationships of eating competence with bioclinical
factors in persons with MetS. Further research in this area will assist in tailoring an approach to
the treatment for reversal and maintenance of MetS, such as increased nutrition education aimed
at improving eating competence.
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